At least 1 of every 4 Americans struggles with a form of arthritis.
2019 was a great year. Working together, the arthritis community made giant leaps forward.

Last year, the Arthritis Foundation spearheaded the unique Live Yes! INSIGHTS study, which validates what we’ve been hearing from people with arthritis for over seven decades. As time goes by, we’re learning even more about how arthritis affects so many of you every day, in every way. The unprecedented findings in our Mandate for Action report will help change the future of arthritis.

In 2019, our community also made a big impact to remove barriers. Together, we changed policies and laws that stand in the way of accessing the quality care we deserve. Over the past few years, we’ve influenced over 100 bills to make arthritis and other chronic disease care easier to navigate, especially in step therapy requirements.

We are changing with the times, adjusting to a different world.

The Live Yes! Arthritis Network grew enormously this year. Online, and in person when possible, we offered many ways to get engaged and involved in your own way. The Arthritis Foundation continues to provide vast resources to help people live better every day — and an assortment of opportunities to connect with others on a similar journey.

You are also propelling research forward, to find better treatments — and a cure. Our Online Community features conversations with others who understand, including health experts who are ready to answer your questions. And local Connect Groups have grown to more than 150 nationwide for the local support you need.

In this annual report, we’re looking back to 2019. We’ve come so far. But as we look back, we know it’s a new world now. The 2020 coronavirus pandemic has changed everything. So, we are changing with the times, adjusting to a different world. A new way of helping everyone fighting arthritis live their best life. Please count on us to help you along the way as things keep changing.

What you need to know most: Our mission of conquering arthritis hasn’t changed. Today, we’re working harder than ever to turn today’s challenges into new solutions, and forge new paths ahead. There are new opportunities. And together, we’ll keep making a difference.

Thank you for your ongoing alliance and allegiance. We can’t do it without you.

Ann M. Palmer
Arthritis Foundation President & CEO

Laurie Stewart
Chair, Arthritis Foundation Board of Directors
Walking to Ease Pain
Rose Zhude, 70, of North Carolina, tried Walk With Ease last year and got hooked. “Walk With Ease lets you do what you can, and it’s amazing.” Her enthusiasm led her to become a certified teacher, and 20 people signed up for her first class.

Walking regularly improves circulation and can help with weight loss and build stronger bones, muscles and joints. The Walk With Ease program allows patients to ease into a new walking routine – on your own or with others – no matter your fitness level.

Her advice for others is to take it slow and know their limits. The FITT tool (frequency, intensity, time, type) helps you know when you’re doing too much. Rose recommends doing 10 minutes at a time to start out. “Do what you can, even if it is only for a minute.”

arthritis.org/WWE

“Parents of a child with juvenile arthritis just want to talk to others who really understand them. Nobody really understands like another group member in similar situations.”

Heidi Larson (above right)
Live Yes! Connect Group leader

“I’m glad I found this place. It seems like a good spot to sit and get acquainted with others who understand how this whole thing can really change your life.”

Gayle Asher
Online Community member
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BETTER BECAUSE OF THE ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION
Patients who get involved with the Arthritis Foundation take better care of themselves than those not involved.

94% are positive about being successful in life.

71% start eating a healthier diet.

50% begin taking fitness classes.

50% start a weight loss program.

46% start a home workout routine.

Source: Arthritis Foundation Consumer Needs Survey conducted by Nielsen
We know at least **54 million people** in the United States have doctor-diagnosed arthritis. That number nearly doubles when you add those who self-report arthritis symptoms. It is America’s number one cause of disability, costing over **$300 billion annually** in medical costs and earning losses. But do we know the true magnitude of this disease and what it means for people living with arthritis day after day?

**MEASURING & MONITORING**

With this important opportunity in front of us, the Arthritis Foundation spearheaded a first-of-its-kind yearlong initiative — working closely with arthritis patients, health care providers, measurement experts and leading scientists — to develop a scientifically-grounded, patient-validated assessment tool that examines what living with arthritis is really like.

The data we’re collecting through our Live Yes! INSIGHTS study underscores that the human toll is astronomical in terms of the pain, hardship, isolation and marginalization arthritis causes. People with arthritis deserve more; they deserve to be heard, understood and acknowledged by legislators and other policymakers, product designers, care providers and everyone else in their lives.

**Here are the gaps we’re working hard to fill . . .**

43% of people with arthritis cannot walk easily. They either can’t walk at all or have major difficulty walking.

51% of those with osteoarthritis are impacted, more than any other type of arthritis.

58% of people in West Virginia are impacted, more than any other state.

54% of African Americans are impacted, more than any other race.

Source: Arthritis Foundation 2019 Mandate for Action

**Changing the Future**

We are using the data from our Live Yes! INSIGHTS to build the Arthritis Foundation’s national agenda going forward. We’re opening the eyes of decision-makers at all levels, showing that arthritis is a life-altering disease that demands more research, interventions and attention.

Together, with your support and participation, we are taking unprecedented steps to close the gaps and change the future of arthritis today and for generations to come.
A Mother’s Fight for Her Son
From a young age, Kristine DiDesiderio lived with autoimmune disorders and daily pain. However, she wasn't diagnosed until adulthood. She now has to manage the effects of fibromyalgia, Sjogren’s syndrome, ankylosing spondylitis and RA, which are all arthritis-related diseases. While Kristine was able to deal with her illnesses, she was unprepared when her son, Lorenzo, experienced similar pain at the age of 7.

After seeing multiple medical professionals over a three-year period, Lorenzo was finally diagnosed with JA. While her heart sank for her son, Kristine became committed to advocating for the 300,000 children nationwide living with forms of JA. She passionately took a stand to change step therapy barriers, which both mother and son have dealt with. Last year, Kristine had liver failure because protocols required her to try a specific medication first, and she nearly died.

The DiDesiderio family inspires strength and resilience for their commitment to advocacy and sharing their story.

“Being an Arthritis Warrior means taking the best care of myself, fighting for my best life and then helping fight for others who may not be able to speak up. I fight for the Arthritis Foundation because they care about people who are living with arthritis, and I’m doing everything in my power to make an impact for a cure.”

Raquel Masco
Arthritis Warrior in Texas
2019 Big Picture

The Arthritis Foundation is committed to improving people’s lives in three key areas:

► **Physical Health** – Helping people with arthritis function better with less pain so they can perform daily activities and enjoy the things they love to do.

► **Emotional & Social Health** – Helping people with arthritis better manage stress and depression by connecting them with others who understand.

► **Better Experience of Care** – Helping people with arthritis get the support they need to take control of their health care and make the most of it.

To help facilitate those improvements, the Arthritis Foundation created a model for bringing communities together called the **Live Yes! Arthritis Network**.

► We make vital connections possible, both in person and online, empowering people with arthritis to live their best life.

► We help them live life with less pain, find strength in each other, manage stress and communicate better with their health care team.

**Here are the gaps we’re working hard to fill . . .**

100% of people with arthritis report moderately strong pain that can’t be ignored.

92% report that pain interfered with their day-to-day activities.

73% report feeling fatigued, and less than 1 in 3 slept well.

Source: Arthritis Foundation 2019 Mandate for Action

**A Nationwide Network of Committed Advocates**

► 150,000+ Arthritis Foundation Advocates amplify our voices and urge lawmakers to support policies that benefit those living with chronic diseases like arthritis.

► Several states passed legislation to curb step therapy in 2019.

► This brings the total number of **state-level step therapy victories** to 28.

► The **Safe Step Act** has been introduced in both the U.S. House and Senate and will reform step therapy protocols nationwide.

We represent the 54 million Americans living with arthritis. In 2019, alongside donors, volunteers and other partners, we made big strides in advocacy, research and the development of resources that positively impact people’s lives in many ways.
92% of arthritis patients report that pain interfered with their day-to-day activities.
Help Wanted
There is a severe rheumatologist shortage in the U.S. This is particularly worrisome in pediatric rheumatology, where JA patients often have to travel out of state for treatments and adequate care. The Arthritis Foundation’s fellowship program is closing this gap.

Stephen Chee-Yung Wong, MD, a pediatrician, will complete his pediatric rheumatology fellowship funded by the Arthritis Foundation in 2020. He is looking forward to the opportunity to do more research in pediatric rheumatology as a physician scientist.

His current research examines cognitive dysfunction in children who have lupus. “I hope to shed light on cognitive functioning of young lupus patients and give hope to families for treatment of this terrible disease,” he says.

“...We moved the needle in advancing arthritis research in 2019, making major progress to discover new interventions and therapies.

9 new rheumatology fellowships, funded by our generous donors.

5 Osteoarthritis Centers of Excellence established, to tackle solutions for OA.

200% increase in JA patients in the CARRA registry to lead to new treatments.

Craig Buhr
Battles Gout and OA
The Arthritis Foundation is transforming how people with arthritis can live life with less pain and be more active in their care.

- Our Live Yes! Online Community offers forums on many topics, 24/7. Members connect and share tips and encouragement with each other, plus get their questions answered by health care experts.
- On our website and in e-newsletters, online forums and other interactions, our tools, tips and resources make a life-changing difference.

VISION

Here are the gaps we’re working hard to fill . . .

72% of arthritis patients report having trouble doing work for their job and/or at home.

67% report having trouble doing the family activities they want to do.

2 in 3 report feeling depressed, anxious and/or fearful.

Source: Arthritis Foundation 2019 Mandate for Action

New INSIGHTS Into Everyday Life

In 2019, the unprecedented and ongoing Live Yes! INSIGHTS study revealed a first-of-its-kind look into what arthritis patients deal with every day.

- 93% of patients said it’s extremely important to talk to a professional who can answer their questions and provide the help they need.

  YET . . .
  - Only 69% surveyed were satisfied with their health care experience.
  - Only 57% said they got the help they needed.
Racing for a Cure
Natalie Decker was diagnosed with JA at age 2 and received therapy with chemo-type medications for a decade. But she didn’t let this stop her from attaining her dream. From a young age, she knew she wanted to race in NASCAR. Last year, she was the highest finishing female in Automobile Racing Club of America competition, taking fifth place.

After keeping quiet most of her life, she revealed her illness to the world and announced a fundraiser to support the Arthritis Foundation. All proceeds helped raise awareness and funds for the Arthritis Foundation’s mission, fueling research for a cure as well as resources and support for life-changing juvenile arthritis camps nationwide.

Her advice to others? “Whoever you are and whatever you want to do, do it because you want to and love it. Whatever you put your mind to, you can absolutely do it.”

“It’s hard to say having arthritis sucks because I’ve had it almost my entire life. It’s just a part of me. Like my name. There are days I’m grateful for it because I have no doubt it’s helped shape my life and career. There are also days I hate it because of the limitations it brings. It’s a love-hate relationship, I guess. Much like my thighs.”

Kennita Hickman
Walk to Cure Arthritis, Milwaukee Warrior Chair

BETTER BECAUSE OF THE ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION
In 2019, the Arthritis Foundation led the way in providing guidelines for the usage of CBD — cannabidiol, a plant-based compound — to relieve arthritis pain. Ours was the first-ever CBD guidance from a major health organization, garnering widespread media attention.

We listened to our constituents and consulted with leading experts to make recommendations to adults interested in trying CBD.

“The Arthritis Foundation values the patient voice,” says Stacy Courtnay, rheumatoid arthritis patient and member of the Arthritis Foundation Patient Leadership Council. “Some doctors aren’t open to discussing CBD with patients, and it’s fantastic and encouraging that the Arthritis Foundation is helping people with arthritis gain access to whatever treatments might help them.”

To learn more, visit arthritis.org/CBD.
By reaching millions living with arthritis and listening to what is on people’s minds, the Arthritis Foundation is learning more about what matters most to individuals and families. We’re collaborating with them to develop the resources they need, influence research and change systems to improve quality of life. We appreciate the commitment of generous volunteers, donors, partners and other supporters who are the heart and soul of our mission.

Driving our priorities is real-life data from our ongoing Live Yes! INSIGHTS study, which gauges arthritis pain, its profound impact and the enormous obstacles patients face. We received 18,000 assessments, making the INSIGHTS program one of the largest in the world and leading to our Mandate for Action report.

MANDATE FOR ACTION
It is our mandate to make sure people with arthritis are heard. We’re putting relevant and meaningful data from the INSIGHTS assessment into the hands of national and community leaders.

Our Mandate for Action report reveals the eye-opening realities of arthritis, and we will continue updating it as more results come in. By sharing these findings with those across a wide spectrum of decision-makers and influencers, we are shaping health care today and intensifying our quest for a cure.

Read the report at arthritis.org/insights.

Throughout the year, the Arthritis Foundation continued to change the course of arthritis. Our INSIGHTS study shows, for the first time, that no community or group is immune from the disease’s devastating toll.

Across all states and all segments of society, there’s a wide gap between what patients need to live well and what’s available to help them do so.

Patient perspectives demand the focused attention of many: researchers, care providers, product developers, regulators, lawmakers and the patients themselves.

United We Stand
Together, our community is uniting hearts, minds and resources to mobilize action and enhance lives.

Together, we are fighting for everyone who battles arthritis. Advocating for advancements. Getting connected. Closing gaps. This is not the fight for one — it’s the fight for all.
90% of arthritis patients involved with the Arthritis Foundation are optimistic about the future.
We appreciate the generosity and commitment of our 2019 donors. You are the heart and soul of the arthritis community’s many victories and our collective vision going forward.

### OUR NATIONAL CORPORATE PARTNERS

**TRAILBLAZER**

**$2,000,000 and above**

AbbVie
Amgen

**VISIONARY**

**$1,500,000 - $1,999,999**

Sanofi Genzyme Regeneron

**PIONEER**

**$1,000,000 - $1,499,999**

Novartis
Pfizer

**PACESETTER**

**$500,000 - $999,999**

Bristol Myers Squibb
CVS Health
Eli Lilly & Company
GlaxoSmithKline
Janssen, a Johnson & Johnson Company

**SIGNATURE**

**$250,000 - $499,999**

Celgene
Cheribundi
Flexion Therapeutics
Genentech
Move Free

**SUPPORTING**

**$100,000 - $249,999**

Bayer Health Care LLC
Horizon Therapeutic
Mallinckrodt LLC
Sandoz Inc.
Vizuri Health Sciences
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**$1,000,000 and above**

In honor of Paul Ferrante

### DISCOVERY SOCIETY

**$500,000 - $999,999**

Alpha Omicron Pi Foundation & Fraternity
The Jane Wyman Trust

### CENTURY SOCIETY

**$100,000 - $299,999**

Camp Cambria Foundation
Elizabeth Hofert Dailey Trust
Earth and Humanity Foundation within the Raymond James Charitable Endowment Fund
The Fama Family Charitable Fund
The Hospital for Special Surgery
David R. & Jane H. Hummel Charitable Fund
Hummingbird Foundation
Independent Order of Odd Fellows
Northside Hospital
Patricia Pratt

### JUBILEE SOCIETY

**$50,000 - $99,999**

Children’s Hospital Foundation
Crosslink Orthopedics
Fiesta Events Inc.
Hoag Orthopedic Institute
Kathryn Jordan
C. Jean & Myles McDonough Charitable Foundation
Meijer
Monster Energy
William T. Morris Foundation
Pawlowski Family Foundation
Roy H. & Natalie C. Roberts Family Foundation
Stater Bros. Charities
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
Walgreens
James & Virginia Wheeler Family Foundation

### ENRICHMENT SOCIETY

**$25,000 - $49,999**

Baptist Trinity Lutheran Legacy Foundation
The Battle Family Foundation
Carol C. Beardmore, PhD
Steve Benson
Bioventus LLC
BKD Foundation
Brandywine Operating Partnership LP
Rowland W. (Bing) Chang, MD, MPH
Chickasaw Nation Department of Commerce
The Christ Hospital
Cincinnati Concours d’Elegance Foundation
Cleveland Clinic
John Coalson
Coherus Biosciences Inc.
The Columbus Foundation
Encompass Health
The Sam J. Frankino Foundation
Geneseo Mountain Foundation
Gilead Sciences Inc.
Golden State Orthopaedics Inc.
Hackensack Meridian Health
Barbara Hammermeister
JPMorgan Chase Llewellyn Burchell Charitable Grant
Ellis & Anne Kern
The Kors Le Pere Foundation
Rob Langdon
Harry & Yvonne Lenart Charitable Foundation
The Lukis Foundation
The J. Willard & Alice S. Marriott Foundation
Donna & Harry B. McDonald Charitable Trust
Fredericka Meyer Charitable Trust
Gordon H. & Karen M. Millner Family Foundation
2019 DONORS

Skip & Jackie Morgen
Stavros Niarchos Foundation
Aimee A. Nougue Trust
NYU Langone Hospitals
The Peierls Foundation Inc.
Resurgens Orthopaedics
River Oaks Hospitals & Clinics
Stanford & Adrienne Rubin
RWJBarnabas Health
Harry & Carol Saal Family Fund
Sanford Health
The Thomas P. Sculco & Cynthia D. Sculco Foundation
Shure Charitable Trust of the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago
Summit On-Site Solutions LLC
Taylor Family Giving Fund
A. M. & H. R. Templeton Medical Research Foundation
Three Ninety Seven Charitable Fund
The Travelers Insurance
Sheryl & David Weiner
Wright Medical
Zimmer Biomet

INVESTMENT SOCIETY
$10,000 - $24,999
Alabama Power
Alpha Omega Charitable Foundation Inc.
Preston A.C. & Lorene S. Anderson Charitable Fund
Anschutz Family Foundation
Aptiv
ARA
Arizona Community Foundation
Ascension Seton
Athletico Physical Therapy
Atlanta Office Technologies Inc.
Atlantic Health System/Overlook Medical Center
Baldwin Paving
Baylor Orthopedic and Spine Hospital

BDO USA LLP
Lee & Rita Beckett
Bellingham Tennis Club LLC
DBA Bellingham Training & Tennis Club Benevity Inc.
Lisa & Lee Bloom
BMW Santa Barbara
The Boeing Company
Bonnie L. Bolding Charitable Foundation
Mary Bonanno
Bone and Joint Clinic
Emilie Luiza Borda Charitable Fund of the Rhode Island Foundation
Mathias Bostrom
Mary Allen Lindsey Branan Foundation
I.J. & Hilda M. Breeden Foundation
Brigham & Women’s Hospital Brownmed
Edwin & Joyce Calvert Fund
The Caring Foundation of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama
Cavern Technologies
CDW
Centene Management Company LLC
Centerpoint Energy Inc.
Central Coast Home Health
Children’s Mercy Hospital
Angela & Ruben Chuquimia
City of Dublin
Clarins
Cleveland Clinic Florida
Columbus Citizens Foundation Inc.
Columbus Medical Research Foundation
Consensus Health/The Pediatric Orthopedic Center
Constance M. Cooper Charitable Foundation
Crystal Clinic Orthopaedic Center
Data Media Associates Inc.
Charles H. Dater Foundation Inc.
Debicki Foundation
Natalie M. Decker LLC

Denver Arthritis Clinic
DePuy Synthes
Pat & Colleen D’Eramo
Lloyd L. & Helen R. Dilworth Foundation
Sandy Donaty Yellow Rose Charity
Downtown Glendale Association
John W. Eaton Memorial Fund
George S. & Dolores Dore Eccles Foundation
Marriner S. Eccles Foundation
Emily’s Pink Team Inc.
Emory Healthcare
Enterprise Rent A Car
First Hawaiian Bank
First State Orthopaedics
Jeff & Debi Fisher
Gettel Foundation
The John & Marcia Goldman Foundation
Golubin Family
Chuck Gorski & Wendy Carmichael
Bruce & Debra Grewcock Foundation
Leo S. Guthman Fund
Ashraf Habibullah
Chris & Mary Haines
John & Carole Harrison
Hawaii Pacific Health
HEMIC
Highmark
Hofmann Arthritis Institute PLLC
Holy Cross Hospital/Trinity Health
Homestead Baking Co. Inc.
Dennis Hoppe
Houston Methodist Sugar Land Hospital
Huffman Trust
Humble Pie Home + Kitchen
Immunex Rhode Island Corp.
Leif D. Jacobsen 2013 Revoc Trust
Puru Jena, PhD & Tripti Jena, MD
Roger & Constance Joyce
Randeep Kahlon, MD
Kansas City Physician Partners Inc./Center for Rheumatic Disease
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Betty Kershaw
Kettering Medical Center Network
Carey Kirkpatrick
Kohl’s Cares
KPMG
Lassiter Law Firm
Millie Luing Foundation
LuLaRoe LLC
Diane Lynn Family Foundation
Bill & Jodie Mackintosh Family Charitable Fund
Leslie Block & Diane Mahony, Trustees of Worldbeat Endowment Fund
Andrew J. & Joyce D. Mandell Family Foundation
Massage Envy
Michael Massey
Materné GoGo Squeeze
Matrix PDM Engineering
Max Cares Foundation Inc.
Mays Family Foundation
Leslie McLeod
Medexus Pharma
Elliot & Alana Megdal
The Memorial Foundation
Robert Meyerhoff
MicroPort Orthopedics
Midwest Health Inc.
Mind Over Machines
Patricia & Thomas Miner
The David Minkin Foundation
Dr. Jon & Konni Minter
MiRus
Moglia Family Foundation
Monterey Spine and Joint
Harry C. Moores Foundation
Michael Moriarty
The William T. Morris Foundation
Mount Sinai School of Medicine
Mountainside Medical
Myriad Genetics Inc.
Joe Nellis
New England Baptist Hospital - Ortho
Northeast Delta Dental
Norton Healthcare
NovaCare Outpatient Rehabilitation
Omaha Community Foundation
OrthoArizona
OrthoAtlanta LLC
OrthoCarolina
OrthoIndy Enterprises LLC
ORTHINDY Foundation Fund of Central Indiana Community Foundation
Orthopedic and Sports Medicine Specialists
The Orthopedic Clinic Association
Orthopedic One
Michael Ortman
Partners HealthCare - Brigham and Women’s Faulkner Hospital
Partners HealthCare/Brigham and Women’s Hospital - Rheumatology
Peachtree Orthopaedic Services (AOS)
Pennsylvania Moose Association
Pepsi Beverages North America
Performance Columbus
PhRMA
Piedmont Healthcare
Gerald Poblocki
Eloise Pound
Premier Health
Proliance Surgeons Inc.
Russell & Lillian Quarles Charitable Endowment Fund within the GiveWell Community Foundation
The Queens Health System
The Queen’s Medical Center
Red Diamond
The Resurgens Charitable Foundation
Dr. Daniel Ricciardi
Raina Ring
Moses B. & Ann Rosenauer Fund of the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving
Rossi Family Foundation
Paul & Joan Rubschlager
The Ryerson Charitable Trust
Saint George University
Saint Luke’s Health System
Seaview Orthopaedic & Medical Associates
The Peter J. Seippel Foundation Inc.
Ann Shapiro
The Sidney, Milton & Leoma Simon Foundation
Christine & Walter Smith
Gladys E. Smith Fund of The Columbus Foundation
Smith and Nephew
Sorenson Legacy Foundation
The Spaulding Foundation
Sports Medicine and Orthopaedic Center
SportsCare Institute Inc.
Spudman Charitable Trust
St. Elizabeth Healthcare
Stanford Carr Development
Madeline & Isaac Stein Family Fund, an advised fund of Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Laurie Stewart
Stifel Foundation Inc.
Stradley Ronon Stevens and Young LLP
Stryker
Suffolk Foundation The Hall Family Fund
The Sutphin Family Foundation
Tampa General Hospital
Ten Fingers Foundation
Thompson, Habib & Denison Inc.
Ginny Tiu
Earl C. & Elizabeth Toutz Charitable Trust
TRC Technical Rubber Co.
TriHealth
Grace E. Turnbull of Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated
UBS Financial
Unique Landscapes
A special thank you to our partners who supported Live Yes! RA educational events or who powered the Live Yes! Arthritis Network, which offers connections 24/7 for everyone impacted by arthritis. Join arthritis.org/LiveYes.
Be the ONE

“The Arthritis Foundation’s greatest achievements and impact are accomplished thanks to you, our donors. We will continue seeking better treatments and, ultimately, a cure for arthritis.”

Laurie Stewart
Chair, Arthritis Foundation Board of Directors

Special thanks to the Ludlow-Griffith Foundation for funding the Montana pediatric fellowship, bringing access to care for children living with arthritis in Montana and surrounding states.
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Anonymous
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Tessa & Andrew Bediz
Steve & Sherry Benson
James H. & Christine Turk Berick
Birnbaum Family
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David & Shari Boehnhen Foundation
Mark S. Box, MD
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Jim & Sara Burke
Kenneth Byers
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George R. Woodbury Jr., MD-
Rheumatology and Dermatology Assoc, PC
Ruben & Angela Chuquimia
K. Andrew Crighton, MD
Crosslink Ortho
Robin Dore, MD
Michael E. Ducey
Dennis M. P. & Margaret A. P. Ehling
The Elias Family
Dr. & Mrs. William R. Ericson Jr.
Richard Fankhauser
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Matthew Gardner
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Johnson Hightower
The James Irvine Foundation
Roger & Constance Joyce
Randeep Kahlon, MD
Anne & Ellis Kern
Dr. Sippi & Mr. Ajay Khurana
Leonard Kichler
Armin Kuder & Margaret Trossen
B. Kenneth Larm
Dr. Steven & Renie Lauter
Kathy Lubbers
The Lynch Family
in memory of John A. Lynch, MD
Kevin & Annette Mandrell
Julia & John Marcieri
Mays Family Foundation
Metzger-Sheridan Family Trust
Dr. Diana Milojevic
Michael & Mary Moriarty
Ms. Aimee A. Nougue
The Orthopedic Foundation
Ann Palmer & Gary Berg
Cecile K. Perich & Wesley R. Perich
David Pleasance
Patricia L. Pratt
Ms. Heidi L. Roth
The Sani Family
Lina Schein, MD
Linda & Patrick Schnell
Drs. Benjamin D. & Susan C. Schwartz
Ann & Stephen T. Shapiro
The Shurtz Family
Walter & Christine Smith
Diane and Tom St. John
Terence W. Starz, MD
The Staudt Family
Peter & Debbie Stephens
Bill & Jaron Stevens
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Ralph & Robin Vann
Virginia Society of Rheumatologists
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Star Wheeler
Drs. Kimberley and Hayes Wilson
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Our partners who supported youth and families battling juvenile arthritis are life-changers. **Thank you** for sponsoring the **JA Conference**, **JA camps** and many more JA initiatives.

---

**2019 DONORS**

The Arthritis Foundation exceeds standards of excellence. We’ve achieved the National Health Council’s highest standards of accountability, stewardship and organizational effectiveness.

---

**LEADERSHIP**

**OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE**
- Laurie Stewart | Chair | Washington
- Frank Longobardi, CPA | Vice Chair | Connecticut
- Tony Bihl | Treasurer | North Carolina
- Matt Mooney | Secretary | Georgia
- Rowland W. (Bing) Chang, MD, MPH | Immediate Past Chair | Illinois
- Ann M. Palmer | President & CEO | Georgia
- David McLoughlin | COO | Assistant Secretary/Assistant Treasurer | Georgia

**SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM**
- Ann M. Palmer | President & CEO
- Guy S. Eakin, PhD | Senior Vice President | Scientific Strategy
- Victoria Fung, MPH | Vice President | Live Yes! Arthritis Network
- Cindy McDaniel | Senior Vice President | Consumer Health & Impact
- David McLoughlin | Chief Operating Officer
- Ann McNamara | Senior Vice President | Revenue Strategy
- Rick Willis | Senior Vice President | Field Management

**BOARD OF DIRECTORS**
- Robin Dore, MD | California
- Dennis Ehling, JD | California
- Thomas Fleetwood | Georgia
- Mark Froimson, MD | Ohio
- Randeep Kahlon, MD | Delaware
- Vijay Murali | Georgia
- Martin Lotz, MD | California
- Diana Milojevic, MD | Florida
- David Pleasance | Georgia
- Jay Yadav, MD, FACC | Georgia

**REGIONAL LEADERSHIP**
- Martine Denis | Regional Vice President | Region A
- Leanne Greco | Regional Vice President | Region B
- Sylvia Richard | Regional Vice President | Region C
- Nancy Beidler | Regional Vice President | Region D
- Anna Ryan | Regional Vice President | Region E
- Katie Bobin | Regional Vice President | Region F
In 2019, the Arthritis Foundation invested over $45.9 million dollars in research and public health education.

**Expenses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses</th>
<th>$82.6 M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Health Education</td>
<td>$31.4 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient &amp; Community Services</td>
<td>$16.4 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>$14.5 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$10.6 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; General</td>
<td>$8.0 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Education &amp; Training</td>
<td>$1.7 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Revenue & Public Support**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue &amp; Public Support</th>
<th>$90.1 M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$25.7 M*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events (net)</td>
<td>$18.3 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bequests</td>
<td>$12.7 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Grants &amp; Other Income</td>
<td>$8.7 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal Donor &amp; Other Income</td>
<td>$65.4 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment &amp; Other Non-operating Income</td>
<td>$24.7 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Net Assets End-of-Year: $155.2 M

Complete audited financial statements are available online at [arthritis.org/financials](http://arthritis.org/financials).

*Includes $10.5 M in pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical device corporate support, representing 12% of total organization revenue.